In weakly turbulent plasmas three and four wave coupling are the dominating process for the cascading of energy. For incompressible plasmas Goldreich & Sridhar have analyzed possible interactions and concluded different regimes.
For the case of compressible MHD plasmas and kinetic plasmas more different interactions are possible including sound, Langmuir and also electromagnetic waves. I will present theoretical calculations on the possibility of three wave interactions in different plasmas, especially for parallel propagating waves.
The possible scenarios in which three wave interaction may occur are discussed: i) Weak turbulence in compressible / incompressible MHD plasmas, ii) turbulence evolution in jets, iii) radio burst generation in the solar environment.
Especially the first two cases play a crucial role in the subsequent particle transport in plasmas. It is possible to generate an inverse energy cascade using three wave interaction which may help to accelerate particles to higher energies.
In the solar environment three wave generation can lead to coronal heating. In radio bursts the interaction of Langmuir and electromagnetic waves generates higher harmonics.
Besides theoretical calculations MHD and PiC simulations are presented to provide evidence for the existence of major three wave interaction processes.
